Application Note
Online Dielectric Spectroscopy Measurement – How Does It Work?
Benefits
The spectroscopy module provides information related to the physiological state of the cells. It enables detailed
characterization of the process dynamics, leading to a better understanding of the process and a better control of the
process in its optimal operating range.
It can be used to monitor key phases of processes that are characterized by major physiological changes in the host cell
population. It is specifically for cell culture and yeast applications as it is based on spherical model.

Principle
With this advanced spectroscopy module, the system measures the capacitance values at 17 different frequencies (from
0.3 to 10MHz) during a frequency scan. The module subsequently computes the resulting spectrum - called beta
dispersion. This spectrum is mathematically defined by 3 key parameters (Δε, fc, α) that are functions of the biovolume,
the cell intracellular conductivity, the cell membrane capacitance and the cell radius.
Δε, fc, and α, which are measured by the system, can therefore reflect changes in the cell physiology and morphology.
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These spectroscopy signals can be used in different ways:
1- highlight important events in a culture. Example: the successful infection of sf9 insect cells is reflected by an inverted
peak in the fc signal.
2- used as a reference signal to identify deviations in the process.
3- used to calculate 2 cell physiological parameters: Cm membrane capacitance and σi intracellular conductivity (Cm and
σi can be calculated with the biomass system measurements + offline cell radius measurements)
4- used in statistical models.
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